Hypertrophy of visceral smooth muscle.
Smooth muscles of viscera undergo a large increase in volume when there is a chronic, partial obstruction impairing the flow of lumenal contents. Hypertrophy of smooth muscle occurs in various medical conditions and several methods are available for inducing it experimentally in laboratory animals, especially in urinary bladder, small intestine and ureter. The hypertrophic response differs somewhat with the type of organ, the animal species, the age of the subject, and the experimental procedure. Ten- to fifteen-fold increases in muscle volume develop within a few weeks in the urinary bladder or the ileum of adult animals, a growth that would not have occurred in the lifespan of the animal without the experimental intervention. The general architecture of the muscle and the boundaries with adjacent tissues are well preserved. In intestinal hypertrophy, muscle cells increase in number: mitoses are found in mature, fully differentiated muscle cells. Cell division by full longitudinal splitting of muscle cells may also occur. Enlargement of muscle cells accounts for most of the muscle hypertrophy. The hypertrophic muscle cell has an irregular profile with deep indentations of the cell membrane, bearing caveolae and dense bands; however, the cell surface grows less than the cell volume (reduction of surface-to-volume ratio). The nucleus is crenated and is much less enlarged than the cell (reduction of the nucleo-plasmatic ratio). Mitochondria grow in number but in some muscles their spatial density decreases; intermediate filaments increase more than myofilaments. The spatial density of sarcoplasmic reticulum is generally increased. In the hypertrophic intestine, gap junctions increase in number and size; in the bladder, gap junctions are absent both in control and in hypertrophy. Thus the hypertrophic muscle cell is not only larger than a control cell, but has a different pattern of its structural components. Extensive neo-angiogenesis maintains a good blood supply to the hypertrophic muscle. The density of innervation is much decreased in the hypertrophic intestine, whereas it appears well maintained in the bladder. Neuronal enlargement is found in the intramural ganglia of the intestine and in the pelvic ganglion. The mechanisms involved in hypertrophic growth are unknown. Three possible factors, mechanical factors, especially stretch, altered nerve discharge, and trophic factors are discussed.